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Abstract :   
 
Natural iron (Fe) fertilization sustains phytoplankton blooms above the Kerguelen plateau (Indian sector 
of the Southern Ocean) within otherwise low productive off-plateau waters. In early spring and summer, 
these diatom-dominated blooms are associated with distinct heterotrophic prokaryotic communities, but 
whether a structuring effect extends to the post-bloom period has thus far not been investigated. To 
address this question, we carried out a detailed study of the prokaryotic community composition in the 
region of Kerguelen Island during late Austral summer (18 February to 27 March 2018; MOBYDICK 
project). Concentrations of chlorophyll a were seasonally low above the plateau (0.27–0.58 μg Chl a L−1) 
and in a similar range to those at the 3 off-plateau sites investigated (0.14–0.34 μg Chl a L−1), but we 
observed an accumulation of dissolved organic carbon and the build-up of heterotrophic prokaryotic 
biomass in Kerguelen plateau waters. Illumina sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene revealed that the total 
(DNA-based) and potentially active (RNA-based) prokaryotic communities were structured according to 
on- and off-plateau sites in the wind-mixed surface layer, in both the free-living (<0.8 μm size fraction) and 
particle-attached (>0.8 μm size fraction) size fractions. The Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASV) with 
significantly higher relative abundances in on-plateau surface waters as compared to off-plateau waters 
belonged to Halieaceae OM60 group, several Flavobacteriaceae, such as the NS5 marine group, 
Aurantivirga and Ulvibacter, Rhodobacteraceae Loktanella, Saprospiraceae, and the Cryomorphaceae 
NS10 marine group. ASVs with higher relative abundances in off-plateau waters belonged to the 
Flavobacteriaceae Formosa, the Rhodobacteraceae Planktomarina and the SAR11 clade. We discuss 
the potential abiotic and biotic drivers of community composition in late Austral summer and the ecological 
roles of abundant prokaryotic taxa in Kerguelen plateau waters. 
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1. Introduction 

Heterotrophic prokaryotes contribute to the cycling of all elements in the ocean. Within the 

marine carbon cycle, they process roughly half of recent primary production with most of the 

organic carbon being respired (Ducklow et al., 2007). This process mediates large fluxes of 

carbon and energy between autotrophic and heterotrophic microbial communities and has 

important consequences for the potential storage of carbon in the ocean interior by the 

biological pump. Phytoplankton blooms are seasonally re-occurring events that stimulate 

prokaryotic and higher trophic level growth and metabolic activity. Diverse prokaryotes carry 

out the transformation of phytoplankton-derived organic matter (reviewed in Buchan et al., 

2014) and the response is generally most pronounced a few weeks after the peak in 

phytoplankton biomass (Bunse and Pinhassi, 2017). The observed succession in prokaryotic 

communities over the course of phytoplankton blooms (Teeling et al., 2012) illustrates the 

dynamic interplay between the composition of organic matter released by phototrophs, the 

metabolic capabilities of individual taxa, and the potential species-specific phytoplankton-

prokaryote associations.  

Phytoplankton blooms induced by natural iron (Fe) fertilization provide excellent 

opportunities to investigate these processes in the otherwise low-productive Southern Ocean. 

The region east of Kerguelen Island harbors the largest phytoplankton blooms induced by 

natural Fe fertilization (Blain et al., 2007). Prokaryotes contribute substantially to the 

transformation of phytoplankton-derived organic matter during early spring (November), 

summer (January-February) and late summer (February-March) corresponding to the onset, 

peak and early decline, and the post-bloom phases in these perennially cold waters (Christaki 

et al., 2020). These diatom-dominated blooms (Armand et al., 2008; Lasbleiz et al., 2016; 

Blain et al., 2020) are associated with prokaryotic heterotrophic communities during early 

spring (Landa et al., 2016) and in summer (West et al., 2008; Obernosterer et al., 2011) that 
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are distinct to those in surrounding low-productive waters. Onboard experiments have 

highlighted the role of diatom-derived organic matter in shaping prokaryotic community 

composition in spring (Landa et al., 2016), and potential associations between diatom species 

and prokaryotic taxa has been identified as mechanism for the temporal structuring of 

microbial communities (Liu et al., 2020). Observations from the post-bloom period when 

phytoplankton biomass has similar levels in on and off-plateau waters are thus far lacking, 

preventing to address the question on the effects of Fe-fertilization on prokaryotic community 

composition at the seasonal scale in the Southern Ocean. 

Numerous studies have described prokaryotic communities in different size-fractions, 

considered as free-living and particle-attached prokaryotes. The diversity and specific 

metabolic activity were shown to be higher in communities attached to particles as compared 

to free-living ones (Ghiglione et al., 2007, Zhang et al., 2007; Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2013; 

Rieck et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2020) or unchanged between size-fractions (Bachmann et al., 

2018). Observed differences have been associated to the respective lifestyle and metabolic 

capabilities. The composition, origin and quality of the particles was shown to have a strong 

influence on the associated prokaryotes (Zhang et al., 2007; Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2013; 

Rieck et al., 2015). Therefore, exploring the free-living and particle-attached community 

structure can provide a better understanding of the processes influencing the prokaryotic 

diversity. 

The present study was carried out as part of the project MOBYDICK (Marine Ecosystem 

Biodiversity and Dynamics of Carbon around Kerguelen: an integrated view) that aimed to 

provide a detailed picture of the diversity and role in the carbon cycling of biological 

communities of end-to-end food webs in contrasting nutrient regimes in the Southern Ocean. 

Our specific objective was to provide a description of the prokaryotic community 

composition. We considered the total (DNA-based) and potentially active (RNA-based) free-
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living (<0.8 μm) and particle-attached (>0.8 μm) prokaryotic communities in the upper 300 m 

water column. Our observations from late Austral summer, corresponding to roughly 2 

months after the peak of the phytoplankton bloom, reveal distinct prokaryotic communities in 

Kerguelen plateau surface waters as compared to off-plateau waters. We further identified the 

prokaryotic taxa that explained the differences between on- and off- plateau waters, providing 

insights to microbial processes occurring during post-bloom conditions in this fertilized 

region of the Southern Ocean.  

 

2. Material & Methods 

2.1. Study area  

Samples were collected in the region of Kerguelen Island in the Indian Sector of the Southern 

Ocean in late Austral summer (MOBYDICK cruise; February 18 to March 27, 2018) (Fig. 1). 

Four stations, identified as MOBYDICK-1 (M1), M2, M3 and M4 were sampled (Table 1). 

Station M2 is located on the central Kerguelen plateau (overall depth 527 m), southeast of 

Kerguelen Island, in naturally Fe-fertilized waters (Blain et al., 2007). The other three stations 

are located in off-plateau waters, east (M1) and southwest of Kerguelen Island (M3 and M4). 

Station M3 is located in the polar frontal zone and stations M1, M2 and M4 are in Antarctic 

waters, with station M1 being strongly influenced by the polar front (Pauthenet et al., 2018). 

The sampling period during the MOBYDICK cruise corresponded to roughly two months 

after the seasonal maximum in chlorophyll a (Chl a) concentrations in on- and off-plateau 

waters (Fig. S1). Station M2 was sampled three times (M2-1, M2-2 and M2-3) in an eight-day 

interval, stations M3 (M3-1 and M3-3) and M4 (M4-1 and M4-2) were each sampled twice 

with a 14-day interval and station M1 was visited once (Table 1). 
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2.2. Sample collection 

Seawater samples were collected with 12 L Niskin bottles mounted on a rosette equipped with 

a conductivity, temperature, depth sensor (Seabird SBE-911 plus CTD unit). Discrete samples 

for concentrations of Chl a and dissolved organic carbon (DOC), and prokaryotic abundances 

were taken at 10 to 12 depths in the upper 500m. The sampling depths for prokaryotic 

community composition were chosen according to the CTD profiles with the aim to collect 

seawater at the top and at the base of the surface mixed layer (ZML), in the transition layer, 

and in deeper waters (Fig. S2). We used this strategy to obtain 2 samples from the ZML, focus 

of our study, and to allow for a comparison of the surface water communities with those from 

deeper layers. Seawater samples were collected at 10m, 60m, 125m and 300m at all sites and 

visits, except for M2-1, where the following depths were sampled 10m, 50m, 100m and 

300m. For clarity, the 50 m and 100m sampling depths at station M2-1 will be referred to 60 

m and 125 m, respectively, in the description of the results and figures. The samples collected 

at the two uppermost depths were within the ZML at all sites and visits, except for Station M1 

where only the uppermost depth was within the shallow ZML (Table 1). 

2.3. Concentration of Chl a 

For the analysis of Chl a concentrations, 2.32 L of seawater were filtered through Whatman 

GF/F filters and the filters were stored in liquid nitrogen until analysis in the laboratory. 

Filters were extracted in 100% methanol, disrupted by sonication and clarified by GF/F 

filtration after 2h. Samples were analysed within 24h using High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography on an Agilent Technologies HPLC 1200 system equipped with a diode array 

detector following (Ras et al., 2008). 
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2.4. Dissolved organic carbon 

The concentration of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was determined in samples filtered 

through two combusted (450°C, 4h) GF/F filters. Subsamples of 10 mL (in triplicate) were 

transferred to pre-combusted glass ampoules and acidified with H3PO4 (final pH = 2). The 

sealed glass ampoules were stored in the dark at room temperature until analysis. DOC 

measurements were performed on a Shimadzu TOC-V-CSH (Benner and Strom, 1993). Prior 

to injection, DOC samples were sparged with CO2 -free air for 6 min to remove inorganic 

carbon. Hundred μL of each of the sample replicates were injected in triplicate and the 

analytical precision was 2%. Standards were prepared with acetanilide. Consensus reference 

materials provided in sealed glass ampoules 

(http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/groups/biogeochem/CRM.html) was injected every 12 to 17 

samples to insure stable operating conditions. 

 

2.5. Enumeration of heterotrophic prokaryotes 

For the enumeration of heterotrophic prokaryotes by flow cytometry, subsamples (1.44 mL) 

were fixed with glutaraldehyde grade I 25% (1% final concentration), and incubated for 30 

min at 4 °C, then quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analysis. Samples 

were collected from unfiltered seawater, considered as the bulk prokaryotic abundance, and 

from the < 0.8 µm size fraction, considered as the abundance of free-living prokaryotes. 

Samples were thawed at room temperature. Counts were performed on a FACSCanto II flow 

cytometer (Becton Dickinson) equipped with 3 air-cooled lasers: blue (argon 488 nm), red 

(633 nm) and violet (407 nm). For the enumeration of non-autofluorescent cells, mainly 

heterotrophic prokaryotes, cells were stained with SYBR Green I (Invitrogen – Molecular 

Probes) at 0.025% (vol / vol) final concentration for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. 

Stained prokaryotic cells were discriminated and enumerated according to their right-angle 
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light scatter (SSC) and green fluorescence at 530/30 nm. In a plot of green versus red 

fluorescence, non-autofluorescent cells were distinguished from autofluorescent cells. 

Fluorescent beads (1.002 µm; Polysciences Europe) were systematically added to each 

analyzed sample as internal standard. The cell abundance was determined from the flow rate, 

which was calculated with TruCount beads (BD biosciences). 

 

2.6. Prokaryotic community composition  

For the analysis of prokaryotic community composition, seawater was passed through a 60 

μm nylon mesh and 6 L of seawater was filtered through 0.8 μm pore-size polycarbonate (PC) 

membranes (47 mm diameter, Nuclepore, Whatman, Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) to 

retrieve the particle-attached (>0.8 μm) fraction. Prokaryotic cells in the < 0.8 µm fraction 

were concentrated on 0.22 μm cartridges (Sterivex™ Millipore, EMD, Billerica, MA) and 

considered as free-living fraction. The filters were stored in sterile Eppendorf tubes (2 mL) 

and the cartridges were sealed at both ends using parafilm. The filters and cartridges were 

stored at -80° C until DNA and RNA extraction. 

DNA and RNA extractions were performed simultaneously from the PC membranes (> 0.8 

μm fraction) and the Sterivex™ cartridges (> 0.2 μm fraction) respectively, using the AllPrep 

Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) as described in (Liu et al., 2019) with minor modifications. 

The filter units were thawed and closed with a sterile pipette tip end at the outflow, 425 μL 

lysis buffer were added per sample (40mM EDTA, 50mM Tris and 0.75 M sucrose) and three 

freeze-thaw cycles were performed with liquid nitrogen and a water bath at 65°C. 

Subsequently, 25μL of freshly prepared lysozyme solution were added (2 mg mL
-1

 final 

concentration), the filter units were placed in a rotary mixer and incubated at 37°C during 45 

minutes, and then 8μL of proteinase K solution (0.2 mg mL
-1

final concentration) and sodium 
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dodecyl sulphate (SDS) (1%) were added and maintained at 55°C with gentle agitation every 

10 min for 2 hrs.  

To protect the RNA, 10 μL of 𝛽-mercaptoethanol were added to 1 mL of RLT plus buffer 

provided by the kit, 1,550 μL of this solution were added to each filter unit and mixed by 

inversion. The lysate was recovered by using a sterile 5 mL syringe and loaded in three 

additions onto the DNA columns by centrifuging at 10 000g for 30 s. DNA and RNA 

purifications were performed following the manufacturer’s guidelines (Qiagen, Germany). 

The Invitrogen™ SuperScript™ VILO™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Carlsbad, CA USA) was utilized to generate cDNA from the RNA extracts. Prior to the 

reverse transcription, absence of DNA in the RNA extracts was verified by PCR test with 

general primer sets 341F (5’-CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG) and 805R (5’-

GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC) (Herlemann et al., 2011) for the prokaryotic 16S rRNA 

gene, followed by the examination of amplification products on 1% agarose gel 

electrophoresis. If a specific band of 1 015 bp was observed the RNA extract was treated with 

DNase. 

The final PCR amplification of DNA and cDNA extracts was performed using the primers 

515F-Y (5′-GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGG TAA) and 926R (5′-

CCGYCAATTYMTTTRAGTTT) that encompasses the V4 and V5 hypervariable regions of 

the 16S rDNA (Parada et al., 2016).  Triplicate 10 μL reaction mixtures contained 2 μg DNA, 

5 μL KAPA2G Fast HotStart ReadyMix, 0.2 μM forward primer and 0.2 μM reverse primer. 

PCR amplification was performed under the following conditions: an initial denaturation step 

of 95°C for 3 min, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 45 s, annealing at 50°C 

for 45 s, and extension at 68°C for 90 s, and a final elongation step at 68°C for 5 minutes.  
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The presence of amplification products was confirmed by 1% agarose electrophoresis and 

PCR triplicates were pooled and purified by gel-filtration through Sephadex G-50 Super Fine 

resin (Amersham Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden). Then the purified samples were recovered 

for sequencing. The 16S rRNA gene amplicons were sequenced via next generation 

sequencing (Illumina MiSeq 2 × 250 bp chemistry on one flow-cell) at the platform GeT-

PlaGe Genotoul (Toulouse, France). Mock community DNA (LGC standards, UK) was used 

as a standard for subsequent analyses and considered as a DNA sample for all treatments. In 

total, 128 samples (32 DNA free-living, 32 DNA particle-attached, 32 cDNA free-living and 

32 DNA particle-attached) were sequenced. After the sequencing one sample (cDNA free-

living at M2_1-60m) was discarded, due to low quality in the sequencing. 

2.7. Sequence analysis 

The samples obtained in the sequencing run were demultiplexed at the platform GeT-PlaGe 

Genotoul (Toulouse, France). A total of 5,847,892 sequences were obtained. Processing 

sequences was conducted with the DADA2 package for R version 1.10.1 (Callahan et al., 

2016a), following the pipeline by (Callahan et al., 2016b). Amplicon sequence variants 

(ASVs) were inferred through the high resolution DADA2 method (Callahan et al., 2016a; 

Callahan et al., 2017). Primers were trimmed and the sequences were filtered based on their 

quality using DADA2 (maxEE=2, truncQ=2). Forward reads with a length of 245 bp, reverse 

reads with a length of 210 pb, and in total 4,253,969 reads were kept after quality filtering. 

Error rates were estimated from the data, and inference of the sequence variants was made 

from the pooled sequences from all the samples. The 1,059,953 unique forward sequences and 

1,619,348 reverse unique sequences were pooled to determine the sequence variants, then the 

forward and reverse sequences were merged and chimeras were removed. We obtained 31, 

227 unique ASVs. Taxonomy was assigned based on the SILVA database release 132 at the 

highest taxonomic level possible (Quast et al., 2013).  
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From the 5,847,892 reads we obtained a total of 14,204 ASVs for the 127 samples after 

singletons removal. The number of reads per sample varied between 2,803 and 48,536. The 

dataset was randomly subsampled to the lowest number of reads (2,803) per sample with the 

function rarefy_even_depth by Phyloseq R package version 1.26.1 (McMurdie and Holmes, 

2013). Ordinations were performed with both the complete and subsampled datasets, and the 

trends observed were consistent for both datasets. To enable the comparison between samples 

with different numbers of reads, we chose to carry out all analysis using the subsampled 

dataset. After subsampling, 12,010 ASVs remained in the dataset.  

From a total of 127 samples, the prokaryotic community composition was determined in the 

free-living (< 0.8 µm) and in the particle-attached (> 0.8 µm) fractions. DNA-based samples 

represent the total prokaryotic community and RNA-based samples were used to identify the 

potentially active members of the community (Blazewicz et al., 2013). Our sequencing data 

provided access to 12,010 ASVs, of which 8,871 ASVs were obtained for the free-living 

fraction and 8, 838 ASVs for the particle-attached fraction, and 5,699 ASVs were shared 

between these fractions.  

In order to identify the prokaryotic taxa, the ASVs were compared against the SILVA 

database release 132 at the highest taxonomic level possible (Quast et al., 2013). The ASVs 

with the same taxonomy at the order level were pooled for illustration of the relative 

abundance in the samples. Sequences alignment was performed using MAFFT online service 

for multiple sequence alignment (Katoh et al., 2019) and the phylogenetic tree was built using 

PhyML 3.0 online program, based on the maximum likelihood method, with 100 bootstraps 

and the HKY85 substitution model (Guindon et al., 2010). The phylogenetic tree was 

visualized with SeaView version 4.7 and saved as a rooted tree (Gouy et al., 2010). The tree 

was imported in R with the ape package function read.tree. 
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To estimate the absolute cell numbers, the ASVs were corrected for copy numbers of the 16S 

rRNA gene per cell per specific taxa obtained from the ribosomal RNA database (Stoddard et 

al., 2015). Total cell numbers per bacterial group and per liter were then calculated with 16S 

rRNA gene relative proportions per group and total cell abundance from flow cytometry.  

 

2.8. Data analysis  

The difference between total (DNA-based) and potentially active communities (RNA-based) 

was tested by analysis of similarity (ANOSIM), resulting significant differences (p=0.001, r= 

0.23, permutations=999). Likewise free-living and particle-attached fractions for both, total 

(DNA) and potentially active (RNA) communities revealed significant differences (p=0.001, 

r=0.57, for DNA-based set and p=0.001, r=0.41 for RNA-based dataset, permutations=999). 

The analyses performed thereafter considers therefore separately the four subsets, free-living 

and particle attached fractions for both, total (DNA) and potentially active (RNA) community. 

 

To explore the distribution patterns of the prokaryotic communities we applied Non-Metric 

Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS), based on the dissimilarity matrix of the community 

structure. The statistical analyses were performed in R 3.5.3 version (R Core Team, 2019), 

Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrices were generated via vegdist function using the relative 

abundance of ASVs in each sample. Subsequently, the matrix was used to build the NMDS 

ordinations using metaMDS function in the package Vegan (Oksanen et al., 2019). Diversity 

indices were calculated with the function estimate_richness in phyloseq. ANOSIM was 

performed to test significant differences in microbial communities between sampling depths 

and among sites in the surface mixed layer.  
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The contribution of individual species (ASVs) to the average Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 

between the on- and off-plateau groups was obtained using similarity percentage analysis 

(SIMPER) (Clarke 1993). Station M3 was chosen as the representative off-plateau site and 

compared to the on-plateau station M2. The analysis was applied to the prokaryotic 

communities within the wind mixed surface layer. The ASVs with a relative abundance lower 

than 1% in at least one sample were discarded prior to the SIMPER analysis. Once the ASVs 

with significant contribution to the dissimilarity between groups were obtained (p-value < 

0.005), the ASVs with relative abundance higher than 5% in at least one sample were selected 

for plotting them in a heatmap using the package pheatmap version 1.0.12 for R (Kolde, 

2019). 

Partial Mantel tests for the free-living and particle attached fractions in both total (DNA-

based) and active (RNA-based) prokaryotic community composition, diatom community 

composition and environmental parameters (temperature, salinity, concentrations of dissolved 

oxygen, ammonium, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate, silicic acid and DOC), were performed in 

Vegan using the function mantel.partial based on the Pearson correlation method. Prior to 

correlation analysis, environmental variables were z-score transformed. The amount of 

variance in prokaryotic community composition explained by diatoms and environmental 

parameters was estimated as the square of the correlation coefficient (Rho
2
) based on partial 

Mantel test. The Partial Mantel test was applied to samples in the upper 125m water column, 

for which diatom community composition was available (Lafond et al., 2020). 

Redundancy analysis (RDA) (Legendre & Legendre, 2012) was applied to evaluate the 

linkages between the prokaryotic community composition and the environmental parameters 

in Vegan using rda function. Prior to analysis the environmental variables were z-score 

transformed and Hellinger transformation was applied to the community matrix (Legendre & 

Gallagher, 2001). Permutational multivariate analysis of variance in Vegan with the function 
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adonis was used to select the significant environmental variables (p<0.05). We used the 

variance inflation factor (VIF) to determine the linear dependency among variables. We first 

evaluated all the variables and removed, one at a time, those with a VIF >10 from the dataset. 

Only the selected variables (with a VIF<10) were used to perform the final RDA analysis. As 

for the Partial Mantel test, samples in the upper 125m were considered. 

 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Environmental conditions 

During late Austral summer the water column was well-stratified, with the wind-mixed 

surface layer (ZML) ranging between 49 m and 62 m during the first visits of the off-plateau 

station M4 (M4-1) and of the on-plateau station M2 (M2-1 and M2-2), respectively (Table 1 

and Fig. S2). The occurrence of a storm on March 10
th

 lead to a deepening of the ZML that was 

most pronounced at station M4 (87 m). A shallow ZML (27 m) was determined during our visit 

at station M1. Temperature in the ZML was lowest at the southernmost station M4 (4.5°C) and 

varied between 4.9°C (station M1) and 5.6°C (station M3-1) at the other sites (Table 1, Fig. 

S2). Seasonally low concentrations of Chl a were determined at all sites (Fig. S1), and those 

in the ZML of the on plateau station M2 (0.27-0.62 µg L
-1

) were 2-3-fold higher as compared 

to those at the off-plateau stations M3 (0.14-0.23 µg L
-1

) and M4 (0.18-0.21 µg L
-1

) (Fig. 2), 

and similar to those at station M1 (0.39 µg L
-1

)(Chl a, DOC and prokaryotic abundance for 

station M1 are illustrated in Fig. S3). Chl a concentrations doubled in the ZML between the 2
nd

 

and 3
rd

 visit at the on-plateau site M2.  

Concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) were 54.1±0.6 µM in the ZML of station 

M2 (all visits pooled), as compared to 50.5±0.7 µM at station M3 and 50.3±0.8 µM at station 
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M4 (Fig. 2). This accumulation of DOC is likely a consequence of the enhanced seasonal 

phytoplankton activity in Kerguelen plateau waters. Heterotrophic prokaryotic abundance was 

as high as 1.17 x 10
6
 cells mL

-1
 in the ZML during our first visit of the on-plateau station M2, 

and cell abundances decreased to 0.81 x 10
5
 cells mL

-1
 and 0.68 x 10

5
 cells mL

-1
 during the 

following one and two weeks, respectively. Moderate (from 6.96 to 4.45 x 10
5
 cells mL

-1
 at 

M3) and minor decreases (from 5.52 to 5.01 x 10
5
 cells mL

-1
 at M4) were observed at the off-

plateau stations over the 2 weeks that separated the visits (Fig. 2). The prokaryotic cell 

abundance in the < 0.8 µm fraction accounted for 89±11 % (n=10)(Table S1) of the 

abundance in unfiltered seawater in surface waters at the different sites. 

 

3.2. Vertical and spatial structuring of prokaryotic communities 

When considering the entire data set, NMDS ordination revealed a clustering by depth layer, 

for the total and active prokaryotic communities in both size fractions. Samples collected for 

the free-living fraction at 10 m and 60 m, corresponding to the ZML except for station M1 

(Table 1), clustered and were distinct from those of 125 m and 300 m (Anosim, r=0.69 for 

DNA and r=0.61 for RNA, p=0.001) (Fig. 3a for DNA and Fig. S4a for RNA). In the case of 

the particle-attached fraction, the clustering by depth was less pronounced, but still significant 

(Anosim, r=0.58 for DNA and r=0.67 for RNA, p=0.001) (Fig. 3b for DNA and Fig. S4b for 

RNA). We determined multiple diversity indices that all revealed an increase with depth in 

both size-fractions (Table S2) as illustrated for the Shannon index on Table 2. 

To identify possible differences in the prokaryotic community composition among sites, we 

then focused on samples collected in the ZML. For the free-living fraction, samples grouped 

according to station (ANOSIM, r=0.77 for DNA and r=0.51 for RNA, p= 0.001)(Fig. 3a and 

Fig. 4a). This pattern was again less pronounced for the particle-attached fraction (ANOSIM, 
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r=0.62, p=0.001 for DNA and r=0.41 p=0.006 for RNA)(Fig. 3b and Fig. S4b). Diversity of 

the total free-living communities was significantly lower in the ZML of the on-plateau station 

M2 (Shannon: 4.34±0.19 for DNA, n=6) as compared to that in off plateau waters at stations 

M1, M3 and M4 (Shannon: 4.86±0.15 for DNA, n=9)(one-way ANOVA p<0.001). This trend 

was, however, not observed for the potentially active free-living communities (Shannon: 

5.28±0.71 at station M2 and 5.53±0.77 in the off-plateau stations, n=9) and the particle-

attached communities in the DNA and RNA data sets (Table 2 and Table S2). 

 

3.3. Prokaryotic community composition in surface waters 

We further explored in more detail the prokaryotic community composition in surface waters 

(10 m). The total free-living and particle-attached prokaryotic communities were dominated 

by Flavobacteriales (relative contributions of 53% and 64% in on-plateau waters, 35% and 

36% in off-plateau waters, respectively) and Rhodobacterales (20% and 10% on-plateau, 17% 

and 22% off-plateau, respectively). Cellvibrionales represented 13% in both size fractions at 

the on-plateau station (M2), while at the off-plateau stations this order was substantially more 

abundant in the particle-attached (17%) than in the free-living fraction (3%) (Fig. 4; RNA 

data are illustrated in Fig. S5). Distinct features of the free-living communities in off-plateau 

waters were the comparably higher contributions of the SAR11 clade, belonging to 

Pelagibacterales (SAR11, 17-25%), the SAR86 clade (5-8%), Thiomicrospirales (2-3%) and 

Puniceispirillales (2-4%). Verrucomicrobiales were present only in the total particle-attached 

communities and their relative abundances were higher in the off-plateau sites (4 - 8%) than 

in on-plateau waters (1.3%). Chitinophagales were detectable only in the particle-attached 

fraction at station M2 in both the total (2.2%) and potentially active communities (3.2%), 
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while Sphingomonadales (2.5%), Lactobacillales (1.4%) and Ricksettsiales (1.3%) appeared 

to be specific to the total particle-attached communities at station M1.  

The high resolution allowed us to identify the relative contribution of the members of the 

prokaryotic community at the level of ASVs. Interesting information derived at this level of 

resolution is that in the case of some of the abundant taxonomic groups composed by multiple 

ASVs, only a few of them were highly abundant. For example, in the total free-living fraction 

(Fig. S6), Flavobacteriales were composed of 24 ASVs, however, only some of them were 

more abundant in on-plateau than in off-plateau waters. This was the case for ASV6 

Ulvibacter, ASV12 (NS2b marine group), ASV23 (Flavobacteriaceae ASV15 Aurantivirga 

and ASV36 Polaribacter). By contrast, other Flavobacteriales ASVs were relatively more 

abundant in off-plateau waters, such as ASV3 Formosa, ASV39 and ASV88 (both NS7 

marine group). Another interesting observation is that the most abundant ASV from our 

dataset, ASV1 OM60(NOR5), belonging to the gammaproteobacterial clade, was only highly 

abundant in the free-living fraction of the on-plateau station M2, which was not the case for 

the off-plateau free-living community (Fig. S6). By contrast, the same ASV was highly 

abundant at all sites in the particle-attached total community, and less abundant in the 

potentially active community (Fig. S7). Given these patterns obtained from our high 

resolution results of the community composition, we decided to explore which prokaryotes 

explained the difference among sites.  

 

3.4. Identification of site-specific prokaryotes 

To address the question of which prokaryotic taxa explained the difference in the community 

composition between on- and off-plateau sites (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4), we performed a Simper 

analysis (permutations = 999) and selected the ASVs contributing significantly (p<0.05) to 
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the differences between stations at 10 m and 60 m. Because seasonal Chl a concentrations 

were lower at M3 as compared to M4 (Fig. S1) we chose station M3 as a representative off-

plateau site for the further comparison with station M2. In order to simplify the visualization 

of the information, we considered only highly abundant ASVs (relative abundance > 5% in at 

least one sample).  

A total of 9 and 8 highly abundant ASVs, respectively, contributed significantly to the 

differences in the total (DNA) or potentially active (RNA) free-living communities between 

stations M2 and M3 at 10 m (Fig. 5; results for 60 m are shown in Fig. S8); among those, 5 

ASVs were shared between the DNA and RNA datasets. The 9 and 8 ASVs explained each 

24% and 8% of the differences among sites in the total and potentially active free-living 

communities, respectively. For the particle-attached communities 6 and 3 ASVs contributed 

significantly to the respective differences and these ASVs explained 28% and 4% of the 

observed variability. Two ASVs (ASV5 and ASV15) significantly contributed to the 

differences in both size fractions of the DNA and RNA dataset.   

ASVs that had higher relative abundances at station M2 as compared to station M3 belonged 

to the OM60 group (NOR5 clade, Halieaceae ASV1), the Flavobacteriaceae NS5 marine 

group (ASV11), the genera Aurantivirga (ASV15) and Ulvibacter (ASV6), and ASV5 and 

ASV23 (not identified on the genus level), the Saprospiraceae (ASV33) and the 

Cryomorphaceae NS10 marine group (ASV52). The Pirellulaceae genus Blastopirellula 

(ASV8) had low relative abundances in the free-living fraction at station M2 (<0.1%) and this 

ASV was absent from station M3. ASVs with higher relative abundances at station M3 as 

compared to station M2 were the Flavobacteriaceae genus Formosa (ASV3), and the 

Rhodobacteraceae genera Planktomarina (ASV16) and Loktanella (ASV18). Contrasting 

patterns were observed for the SAR11 clade (ASV9) that had higher relative abundances in 
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the total free-living communities at station M3, but a higher contribution to the potentially 

active free-living communities at station M2. 

3.5. Changes in the absolute abundance of major taxa  

To explore the question of whether the pronounced decrease in bulk prokaryotic abundance 

between repeated visits at station M2 (Fig. 2) were due to changes in specific taxa, we 

estimated the absolute abundances of ASVs, grouped at the order level, using previously 

published rRNA operon copy numbers (Stoddard et al., 2015). Our results reveal an increase 

in the abundance of SAR11 from the first to the third visit (by up to 150%) at station M2 at 10 

m and a decrease in the abundance of all other considered taxa by on average 48±12% and 

65±10% after one and two weeks, respectively (Fig. 6; RNA results are shown in Fig. S9).  

 

3.6. Linking prokaryotic community composition to biotic and abiotic factors 

The combined set of abiotic environmental parameters and diatom community composition, 

as determined by microscopic observations (Lafond et al., 2020), could each explain changes 

in the total and potentially active prokaryotic communities in both size fractions and all depth 

layers (p<0.05; partial Mantel test; Table S3). Environmental parameters could explain 12% 

and 16% of the spatio-temporal changes in the total and potentially active free-living 

communities, respectively, and 9% and 10% of the respective particle-attached communities. 

Diatoms could explain 36% and 28% of the changes in the total and active free-living 

communities, respectively, and 20% and 14% of the total and active particle-attached 

communities.  An additional RDA-analysis revealed a clear distinction in on and off-plateau 

prokaryotic communities in the ZML while samples from 125m of all sites grouped (Fig. S10). 

Among the environmental parameters tested (Table S4), significant predictors of the 
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community composition were temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, ammonium, nitrite and 

DOC. In the ZML, DOC was a significant predictor for the free-living (p=0.039) and particle-

attached fraction (p=0.01), and this was the case for salinity and the communities at 125m 

(p=0.001 and p=0.007, respectively).  

 

4. Discussion 

We observed distinct prokaryotic communities in surface waters above the central Kerguelen 

plateau as compared to those in off-plateau waters during the post-bloom period in late 

Austral summer. These findings add to observations from early spring (Landa et al., 2016) 

and summer (West et al., 2008; Obernosterer et al., 2011) corresponding to the onset, peak 

and early decline of the phytoplankton bloom. A similar spatial structuring was also reported 

for diatoms (Armand et al., 2008; Lasbleiz et al., 2016; Lafond et al., 2020), non-diatom 

phytoplankton and protists (Georges et al., 2014; Irion et al., 2020; Sassenhagen et al., 2020) 

during the different bloom phases, and indicates a seasonally persistent influence of natural Fe 

fertilization on unicellular plankton communities. We discuss in the following the potential 

role of abiotic and biotic factors to better understand this pattern and the role of specific taxa 

in the microbial cycling of elements.  

4.1. Post-bloom conditions and bulk prokaryotic features  

A distinct feature of the surface waters above the Kerguelen plateau in late summer is the 

accumulation of DOC. Both, the Partial Mantel test and RDA analysis indicated that DOC 

concentrations had significant influence on the prokaryotic community composition in the 

wind mixed surface layer (Table S3, Fig. S10). The higher DOC concentrations likely result 

from the seasonally enhanced autotrophic activity, the excretion of phytoplankton-derived 

organic matter as cells become less active when entering a senescent stage (Myklestad et al., 
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1989; Barofsky et al., 2009), and the release of DOC due to grazing (i.e. ‘sloppy-feeding’) 

(Steinberg and Landry, 2017), leading to a relief of organic carbon limitation (Obernosterer et 

al., 2015). Besides the quantity, the composition of organic matter could differ among on- and 

off-plateau sites as a consequence of the varying productivity regimes and thereby contribute 

to shaping the community composition. The high similarity among prokaryotes at the off-

plateau sites, despite their location in different water masses supports this idea.  

Seasonal observations in Kerguelen plateau surface waters could provide some insights on 

organic matter availability and its influence on community composition. Prokaryotic growth 

rates determined during the post-bloom period (0.04 to 0.15 d
-1

)(Christaki et al., 2020) were 

in the same range as those in early spring (0.025 to 0.12 d
-1

) (Christaki et al., 2014), and 

lower than those determined in summer (0.22 to 0.47 d
-1

) (Christaki et al. 2008), suggesting 

an increase in organic matter availability during the peak and early decline of the bloom. The 

seasonal modifications in organic matter availability were paralleled by changes in 

prokaryotic diversity. In late summer, the Shannon index in Kerguelen plateau surface waters 

was in the same range to those determined in early spring at the same site (about 4.5), while a 

drop to 2.5 was observed following the peak of the spring bloom (Liu et al., 2020). This latter 

observation points to the dominance of a few fast-growing opportunists taking advantage of 

the labile organic matter during the peak and just after the bloom (Liu et al., 2020), while the 

utilization of the post-bloom organic matter pool appears to be attributable to a large number 

of taxa with well-defined ecological niches.  

4.2. Abundant prokaryotic taxa in Kerguelen plateau waters in late summer 

Flavobacteriaceae were present at all sites, but accounted for up to 53% and 63% of relative 

abundance of the free-living and particle-attached total community in Kerguelen plateau 

surface waters. Members of this family contain a diverse repertoire of enzymatic capabilities 

for the degradation of complex compounds, including those of phytoplankton origin 
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(Kappelmann et al., 2019). Substrate preferences vary among taxa (Xing et al., 2015; Krüger 

et al., 2019) leading to the niche partitioning among diverse members of this family, 

including the late summer community in Kerguelen plateau waters (Sun et al., in press). 

Aurantivirga explained differences between on- and off-plateau waters in the total and 

potentially active communities in both fractions. Aurantivirga was shown to account for about 

10% throughout the summer period in Kerguelen plateau waters (Liu et al., 2020). The key 

role of Aurantivirga could be explained by the high number of polysaccharide uptake loci 

(PULs) and the diverse substrate spectra for glycan degradation reported for members of this 

genus (Krüger et al., 2019). On the contrary, the Flavobacteriaceae genus Formosa had 

higher abundances in off plateau waters, and thus appears to be adapted to a more 

oligotrophic-type lifestyle.  

 

One ASV belonging to the OM60 group (Gammprotoebacteria, NOR5 clade, Halielaceae) 

was among the most abundant taxa of our dataset and this ASV contributed significantly to 

the differences in communities between on- and off plateau surface waters. This contrasts 

observations from November through February when the relative abundance of this group 

remained low (< 2%) in plateau waters (Liu et al., 2020). This clade comprises aerobic 

anoxygenic phototrophs and members associated to aggregates where they thrive under sub-

oxic conditions (Fuchs et al., 2007). In the present study, this ASV was highly abundant in 

the total particle-attached community (DNA-based) at all sites (Fig. S8). Another interesting 

feature is the potential implication of members of this clade in the degradation of the sulphur 

compound dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) (Nowinski et al., 2019; Steiner et al., 2019). 

Kerguelen surface waters were not enriched in particulate DMSP in summer during the peak 

of the diatom-dominated bloom (Belviso et al., 2008). However, the shift to non-diatom 

phytoplankton, including DMSP producers such as haptophytes (Schoemann et al., 2005), 
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dominated by Phaeocystis Antarctica in the study region (Irion et al., 2020) could suggest a 

different scenario in late summer. The changes in the late summer light regime due to the low 

phytoplankton biomass in the well-stratified shallow surface mixed layer and changes in 

organic carbon sources provided by non-diatom phytoplankton could have led to the success 

of the OM60 group. One ASV belonging to Saprospiraceae (Chitinophagales) was highly 

abundant in the particle-attached community, but accounted for <1% on a seasonal scale (Liu 

et al., 2020). Saprospiraceae were shown to respond in terms of relative abundance in 

incubation experiments enriched in alginate particles (Mitulla et al., 2016). The associated 

glycolytic abilities could be advantageous for members of this family in the occupation of a 

specific substrate niche, provided for example by aggregates of detrital and non-living cells 

that contributed to up to 65% to total particulate organic carbon in late summer in Kerguelen 

plateau surface waters (Lafond et al., 2020).  

 

4.3. Potential role of biotic interactions in shaping community composition 

Diatom assemblages explained a substantial part of the changes in prokaryotic community 

composition, despite their lower biomass as compared to other bloom phases (Irion et al., 

2020; Lafond et al., 2020). Diatoms were shown to be drivers of the prokaryotic community 

composition in the Southern Ocean on spatial (Liu et al., 2019) and seasonal scales (Liu et al., 

2020), with diatom-derived DOM playing an important role in spring (Landa et al., 2016). In 

late Austral summer, Corethron inerme accounted for 60-80% of total diatom biomass and it 

was among the most actively silicifying species in on-plateau waters (Lafond et al., 2020). On 

a seasonal scale, C. inerme had a large number of positive correlations with free-living and 

attached prokaryotes in Kerguelen plateau waters (Liu et al., 2020). These included taxa 

identified in the present study as being more abundant in on-plateau waters, in particular those 

belonging to Flavobacteriaceae and Cryomorphaceae. Another diatom abundant in Austral 
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summer in the study region is Rhizosolenia spp. (Armand et al., 2008; Blain et al., 2020; 

Lafond et al., 2020). This diatom revealed strong positive correlations with the Roseobacter 

genus Loktanella (Liu et al., 2020), a taxon that was highly abundant in off-plateau waters in 

the particle-attached fraction in the present study. Corethron spp. and Rhizosolenia spp. are 

both large diatoms (about 20 µm equivalent spherical radius, ESR), and could thus present 

habitats for taxa with a particle-attached lifestyle.  

The marked decrease in bulk prokaryotic abundances during the consecutive visits at the on-

plateau station was predominantly due to grazing by heterotrophic nanoflagellates (Christaki 

et al., 2020). This raises the question of whether selective ingestion could have influenced 

prokaryotic community composition. Our observations of a narrow range in the decrease of 

taxon-specific cells over time suggests grazing to be non-selective, but rather a function of the 

cell abundance and thus the encounter rate of a given taxon. In addition, prokaryotic 

community composition did not change substantially between visits at station M2, despite the 

high grazing activity. While a number of experimental studies carried out with freshwater 

communities demonstrate the influence of grazers on prokaryotic community composition 

(see review by Hahn and Höfle, 2001), experimental studies have revealed positive (Teira et 

al., 2019) or no marked effects (Yokokawa and Nagata, 2005; Landa et al., 2014; Baltar et 

al., 2016) of the presence of grazers on marine prokaryotic diversity and composition. Our 

observations appear to be in line with these latter reports and suggest a minor influence of 

grazers on the temporal changes of the prokaryotic community composition in Kerguelen 

plateau waters.  

4.5. Conclusions 

Our observations from late Austral summer add another piece to the pictures obtained during 

early spring and summer and thereby extend our previous conclusions on the pronounced 
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effect of natural Fe fertilization on prokaryotic community composition to the post-bloom 

period. The accumulation of DOC, as a consequence of the high seasonal productivity in 

Kerguelen plateau waters, together with the potential prokaryote-diatom interactions 

contribute to the build-up of prokaryote bulk biomass and to their taxonomic composition. 

The capabilities in the access to different forms of Fe, key for the processing of organic 

matter, vary among prokaryotic groups (Debeljak et al., 2019) and likely play an additional 

role in shaping microbial communities. Our results suggest that the most abundant 

prokaryotic taxa identified as specific to the productive Kerguelen plateau surface waters in 

late summer contribute to the transfer of organic matter to heterotrophic nanoflagellates 

(Christaki et al., 2020) and potentially higher trophic levels.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Map of the MOBYDICK station locations. Surface chlorophyll concentrations are 

from Global Ocean Satellite Observations (Copernicus-GlobColour). Reprocessed data are 

provided by Copernicus Marine Service. Chlorophyll concentrations are the monthly mean 

for March 2018 at a resolution of 4 km. The black lines denote 1000 m bathymetry. 

Figure 2. Vertical profiles of Chl a, DOC and prokaryotic abundance at the on-plateau station 

M2 and the off-plateau stations M3 and M4. Chla and prokaryotic abundances are shown for 

each visit (green symbols), DOC concentration (black symbols) is given as the mean of the 

repeated visits. Data for station M1 are shown in Fig. S3. 

Figure 3. Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) of total (DNA) prokaryotic 

communities in the (a) free-living and (b) particle-attached fraction from all depth layers 

based on Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity. Sample depths are indicated by color, sampling sites by 

symbol and the number of visit is indicated with a number next to the respective symbol (see 

Table 1 for more information about sampling scheme.)  

Figure 4. Relative abundance of total (DNA) free-living (FL) and particle-attached (PA) taxa 

grouped at order level in surface waters (10 m). For stations M2, M3 and M4 the relative 

abundances of the first visit are shown.  

Figure 5. Relative abundance of ASVs that contribute significantly (p<0.05) to the 

dissimilarity between stations M2 and M3 (SIMPER analysis) at 10m. Asterisk highlight 

significant differences for a given ASV between sites, in either the free-living or particle-

attached fractions, for the total (DNA) or potentially active (RNA) communities. Only the 

ASVs with relative abundance >5% in at least one of the samples are shown. Note that the 
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ASVs that contribute to the difference among sites are not always the same for the total and 

the active communities 

Figure 6.  Changes in the absolute abundance of dominant taxa (DNA, free-living fraction) 

between the first and the second (M2_3) and the first and the third (M2_3) visit at station M2 

at 10 m. Deviations are given as percent; positive and negative values indicate an increase and 

a decrease, respectively, in abundance over the repeated visits at station M2. The deviation 

was calculated based on a formula published in Agogué et al. (2011). 

Sequencing data. Demultiplexed sequence files are available in NCBI under accession 

number PRJNA679029. 
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Table 1. Brief description of the study sites. The wind-mixed surface layer (ZML) is based on a 

difference in sigma of 0.02 to the surface value. Mean±SD of the ZML are given 

Station Lat/Long 
Depth  

(m) 
Date 

ZML  

(m) 

Temp 

ZML  

(°C) 

Chl a 

ZML 

(µg L
-1

) 

DOC 

ZML 

(µM) 

On plateau        

M2-1 
50.61°S  

72.00°E 
527 

26 Feb 62 5.1±0.06 0.27±0.02 52.8±0.5 

M2-2 06 Mar 61 5.2±0.00 0.30±0.04 55.7±1.1 

M2-3 16 Mar 68 5.1±0.07 0.58±0.02 53.8±1.1 

Off plateau        

M1 
49.84°S  

74.90°E 
2723 09 March 27 4.9±0.10 0.35±0.04 50.3* 

M3-1 50.68°S  

68.05°E 

1700 04 Mar 65 5.6±0.00 0.20±0.02 50.3±0.1 

M3-3 19 Mar 79 5.3±0.02 0.14±0.00 50.4±1.3 

M4-1 52.60°S  

67.19°E 

4300 01 Mar 49 4.5±0.06 0.18±0.01 49.6±0.5 

M4-2 12 Mar 87 4.5±0.00 0.21±0.00 50.8±0.4 

*only one data point in the ZML available 
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 Total (DNA) Active (RNA) 

Depth (m) Free-living Particle-attached Free-living Particle-attached 

On Plateau 

Station M2-1     

10 4.05 3.67 6.04 5.79 

50 4.52 3.59 NA 5.95 

100 4.97 3.96 6.37 6.19 

300 5.32 4.61 5.97 6.45 

Station M2-2     

10 4.20 3.69 4.59 5.89 

60 4.32 3.41 6.04 4.51 

125 4.92 4.12 5.21 5.03 

300 5.39 5.69 5.99 6.34 

Station M2-3     

10 4.56 3.65 4.79 6.37 

60 4.38 3.54 4.94 5.85 

125 5.04 3.80 6.56 6.22 

300 5.37 3.99 6.66 4.90 

Off plateau  

Station M1     

10 4.63 4.01 4.39 6.22 

60 4.91 3.91 6.26 6.05 

125 5.02 5.07 6.55 6.66 

300 5.17 6.01 5.64 6.42 

Station M3-1     

10 5.01 3.52 6.15 6.04 

60 5.12 3.29 6.44 5.91 

125 5.00 3.66 4.86 6.20 

300 5.57 4.77 6.37 5.76 

Station M4-1     

10 4.78 3.72 5.65 6.04 
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60 4.76 3.88 5.94 6.21 

125 5.10 4.40 6.52 6.56 

300 5.45 5.65 6.01 6.29 

 

 

Table 2. Prokaryotic diversity as illustrated by the Shannon Index. Results for the first visit to the off-

plateau stations are shown. A full description of the diversity indices is provided in Table S1. NA – 

Not Available 
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